
From this amazing vantage point we have sweeping views across the English Channel. Straight ahead, 
just thirty miles away, is the coast of France. In the distance to the right you can make out the headland 
of Dungeness with its two squat nuclear power stations visible on the horizon. 

Once upon a time, the area below us, known as Folkestone Warren, was a popular beauty spot. It had 
its own train station, tea huts, a children’s playground, ornamental gardens, ponds and a busy beach. 

Unlike the area of beaches and gardens to the west of the town, today this is a rather desolate and 
unloved part of Folkestone. 

Location: 
Folkestone Warren, East Cliff, Folkestone, Kent

Grid reference: 
TR 25455 38464

Getting there: 
Park by the Clifftop Café, Old Dover Road, Capel-le-
Ferne, CT18 7HP

Keep an eye out for: 
The three round Martello Towers that look like salt 
and pepper pots

 Time: 15 mins      Region: South East England Landscape: coastal

Viewpoint

Slip sliding away

Why is Folkestone Warren no longer a popular beauty spot?



You’ve probably heard of the White Cliffs of Dover, well we’re standing on the same band of rocks. But 
instead of the bold cliff face looking straight out across the Channel, the view from here is of a much more 
hummocky, jumbled up piece of scenery.

And it’s the rocks beneath our feet that are responsible for the shape and fate of the Warren. Along this part 
of the coastline the famous chalk cliffs lie on top of a bed of Gault Clay. Over time, waves have washed away 
the soft clay at the bottom of the cliffs, causing the chalk on top to collapse into the sea. But this not the full 
story, a series of huge landslides have also caused problems here.

Chalk is permeable, meaning that water can pass through it, whereas clay is impermeable so water collects 
on top of it. When it rains, water passes down through the chalk until it meets the clay, where it collects and 
lubricates the surface between the two types of rock. 

In times of exceptionally wet weather the chalk becomes waterlogged and therefore heavier. The weight 
above and the lubricated rocks below causes huge masses of the clay to slip towards the sea. As a result the 
chalk above is tilted backwards and crashes down in a landslide. 

There were 12 major landslides between 1765 and 1939 and they are responsible for this jumbled scenery. 
The worst landslide happened in December 1915. Great rafts of chalk fell from the cliff, carrying away 
homes and burying the railway line. Luckily a train travelling from Ashford to Dover was running late and 
stopped just in time.

Look down at the large grey concrete area on the beach. Between 1948 and 1955, massive concrete ‘aprons’, 
a series of groynes and rock armour were put in place along the coast here. The sheer bulk of these concrete 
platforms stops the cliff slipping out to sea. The groynes limit the amount of material being washed away 
from the beach leaving the cliffs unprotected from the sea.

If you have time, it’s worth taking the ‘zig zag’ path down the cliff and going onto the beach for a closer look.

Man’s intervention and the loss of the natural coastline mean that the beach below isn’t as popular as 
during its Edwardian hey-day when day trippers flocked to bathe and promenade here. The gardens and 
ponds have reverted to scrub and though trains still use the line, the charming Folkestone Warren ‘halt’ is 
long gone. 

Like many of our changing landscapes, the fate of the Warren is shaped by the unseen forces beneath our 
feet

Every landscape has a story to tell – Find out more at www.discoveringbritain.org
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Slip sliding away: Edwardian holiday makers board a train at Folkestone Waren Halt (left) and today’s coastal deences (right)


